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ON  THE  ARITHMETIC  MEAN  OF  FOURIER-

STIELTJES  COEFFICIENTS1

CONSTANTINE GEORGAKIS

Abstract. Let {a„}^L0 be the cosine Fourier-Stieltjescoefficients

of the Bore! measure /i and {a0, (a, + - • •+û«)/«i"=i = {(7a)„}^=0

be the sequence of their arithmetic means. Then ]>,íí=o (Tá)n cos nx

is a Fourier-Stieltjes series. Moreover, (a) ^^=o (Ta)n cos nx is a

Fourier series if and only if (7o)„->-0 at infinity 01, equivalently,

the measure n is continuous at the origin, (b) 2™_i (Ta)„ sin nx

is a Fourier series if and only if the function x~'/i\iO. x)) is in

¿'[0,77]. These results form the best possible analogue of a theorem

of G. Goes, concerning arithmetic means of Fourier-Stieltjes sine

coefficients, and improve considerably the theorems of L. Fejér

and N. Wiener on the inversion and quadratic variation of Fourier-

Stieltjes coefficients.

1. Introduction.   Let  M[0, tt] he the set of bounded regular Bore

measures on [0, +], and let

2 f* 2 f"
an = -     cos nt dp(t),   bn — -     sin nt dp.(t)       (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, • • •)

TT Jo 77 Jo

be the Fourier-Stieltjes cosine and sine coefficients of the measure p in

M[0, tt]. The sequences of their arithmetic means {(Ta)n}^0 and

{(F¿>)„}"=1 are defined as follows

(Ta\ = a0,   (Ta)n = - (fll + • • • + an),   (Tb)n « - (i>a + • • • + bn)
n n

(n = 1, 2, 3, • • •)•

G. H. Hardy first studied in [6] the transformation T. He showed that

if 2«-o an cos nx is the Fourier series of a function in Lp[0, tt], then so is

the series 2n-o (T~a)n cos nx for l^/><co, and the same is true for sine

series.
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M. Kinukawa and S. Igari in [9] proved that, if 2n-i bn sin nx is a

Fourier series, then the conjugate series ?ñ=1 (Tb)n cosnx is a Fourier

series also. In [4], G. Goes using these results proved the following:

Theorem A. If 2™-i bn sin nx is a Fourier-Stieltjes series, then both

y™_i (Tb)n sin nx and its conjugate 2n°-i (Tb)„ cos nx are Fourier series.

Our purpose here is to study the properties of the transformation T of

arithmetic means on Fourier-Stieltjes cosine coefficients. We obtain the

best possible analogue of the theorem of G. Goes. We prove that if

J,„=o an cos nx is a Fourier-Stieltjes series, then 2™=0 (Ta)n cos nx is

also a Fourier-Stieltjes series. Moreover,

(a) 2™=o (Ta)n cos nx is a Fourier series if and only if (Ta)n-+0 at

infinity or, equivalently, the measure is continuous at the origin,

(b) the conjugate series TJL, iTa)n sin nx is a Fourier series if and

only if the function x~xp([0, x)) is in Lx[0, n].

The approach in [4] is not applicable for the case of Fourier-Stieltjes

cosine coefficients, since T does not map sequences of Fourier cosine

coefficients into sequences of Fourier sine coefficients [10]. The technique

used here is somewhat similar to that of G H. Hardy [6], [7], R. R.

Goldberg [5], and A. Zygmund [12]. This method also yields Theorem A

and Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4. The latter are a considerable improvement

of the formula of L. Fejér [2] on recovering the discrete component of a

measure from its Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients, and the theorem of N.

Wiener [11] on quadratic variation of Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients (see

[13, pp. 107-108]).

2. Preliminary lemmas. At first we study a certain mapping: p->Sp

of M[0,7i] into Lx[0, tt], and we examine closely the conjugate (the peri-

odic Hubert transform) of the even function S/í(|jc|). The properties of the

transformation T depend on those of the mapping S. Throughout this

paper Sp, unless stated to the contrary, represents the function defined

below.

Lemma 2.1. Let Kix,t)=rx for 0<x5ji<7r, zero elsewhere in

[0, 7t] x [0,7r], and define

Spix) =     Kix, t) dp.it),   for p e M[0, 77],       0 = x = 77.
Jo

Note that this makes Spi0)=0. Then

(a) SueLx[0,77], and for 0<>-=77,

- • M(0, >•)) = -Sp(y) + - I VSp(x) dx,
y y Jo
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(b) SpeLp[0, tt], if there exists 0<o<tt such that

rx,Qd \p\ (t)< co,        p + q = pq.f
v'(01(0.Ó)

Proof. Part (b) follows simply from Minkowski's inequality for

iterated integrals. To prove (a), let 0<,y<ir and assume without loss of

generality peM[0, tt] is nonnegative. Then using Fubini's theorem we

have

fir Çll        Ç 1*!/        Çt
Sp(x) dx =    dx\     K(x, t) dp(t) + \ dx\  K(x, t) du(t)

J« Jo       J[0.v) Jo       Jv

=       dfi(t) I     K(x, t) dx dfi(t) +    du(t)    K(x, t) dx
J(O.v)   ' JtO.y] Jv Jo

= M((0, y)) + ySp(y).

Lemma 2.2. Let pe[0, tt], and let f(x) be the periodic extension of

Sp(\x\). Then its conjugate function f is in L1 [—tt,tt] if and only if the

function x'xp.((0, x)) is in Lx[0, tt].

Proof. Clearly feLx[—tt. tt] by Lemma 2.1(a). Its conjugate / exists

a.e., is an odd function, and on [0, tt] it is given by

^-(L+D(Í,*£Í1+í-'£7>"*

In order to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that/j is an integrable

function, and that/2 is integrable if and only if x~xp((0, jc)) is in ¿^[O, tt].

For 0<x^tt, put

1  fx
<f>(x) = S(Sp)(x),       y>(x) = -     Sfi(t) dt.

x Jo

From Lemma 2.1(a) it follows that <f> is an integrable function, and that v>

is integrable if and only if ^"^((0, x)) is integrable on [0, tt]. Thus, in

proving the theorem, it suffices to show that/2 is integrable if and only

if xp is integrable.

In order to prove that/! is integrable, we may assume that p is non-

negative. Then Sp is nonincreasing on [0, tt] and bounded except possibly

near the origin. We consider first/,, for 27t/3_;;c=:7t. Put

f* 1       x -I- f                   f2*-* 1       x — t
f^x) =      i cot =^-± Sp(t) dt + \       - cot =- Sp(t) dt

Jx/tl 2 Jx/2    2 2

-f. - cot-Sp(t) dt.
¿lx-v 2 2
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Clearly, if 27r/3=x=7r and x/2</<7r, then ir/2<(x+t)l2<ir,

cot(x+r)/2=0, and 0^Sp(t)<S/i(rr¡3). Therefore, the first term in this

sum is majorized by

-s"(f)J>,ifi'"-s''(f)108
.   3x      x

sin — sec -
4       2

Likewise, the middle term is majorized by log |cos (x/2)csc (x/4)\ and,

hence, both are integrable on [27r/3,77]. Let l(x) denote the last term.

Then using Fubini's theorem and noting that -n—2(_277/3+1 for

0=/=tt/9, and that 7t-2/=2t7/3 + í for 7r/9<i<7r/3, we have

P \l(x)\dx = \ P dx(('-F
j2x/3 2 J2.T/3        \Jx        Jx

X — t
cot-Sp(t) dt

< \    dx\      - (Sp(x - t) - Sp(x + 0) dt
j2ir/3       Jo t

r,/3 dt r*-t
=        —       (Sp(x - t) - Sfi(x + 0) dx

Jo      t Jo

Jo í   V(2ir/3)-(      J(2ir/3)+</

Jl/9     t   V(2ir/3)-f      J(2n/3)+t/

J*»79   Jf /  /*(2¡r/3)+i        fir  \
^ -       )Sp-(x)dx

0 Í   \J(2j/3)-i        Jl~tl

fir/3  Jt I /*(2a73)+i        fir  \

+        - -       )S/i(x)dx
Jir/9     Í   V(2;r/3)-i        Jir-f/

< 2\"sp(t) dt.

Now we consider/j, for 0_x^2tt/3. Then

A(x)=r k
J3x/2l2

X + f    ,    1 X — íj
cot —■-h - cot-

2 2 2 2
S^(i) dt

Px'21       x + /
+ L cot ̂ -^ SMO rff

J1/2   2 2

*3«/2 1 t _ x
¿cotí—±Sp(t)dt.

x/2   2 2

The first and second term in this sum are integrable since they are domi-

nated by 4</>(3x/2) and x5«(x/2)cot (3x/4), respectively, for 0_x_27r/3.

The last term is also integrable by an argument similar to that given for
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l(x). In fact, its integral does not exceed the following

Çv/3   J./  Ç3t í"(2t/S)-.-í

—       S[i(x) dx — Sp(x) dx
Jir/G     t   [Jt J(2n/3)-(

+
t\Jt

f(2n/3)+t \ Çt.
Sp(x) dx - Sp(x) dx) = 2    Sp(t) dt.

J<2ir/3)-f ' Jo

This completes the proof that/, is in L^O, tt].

Finally, we consider 2y—f2 for O^x^tt. Since p depends linearly on

p, we may as well assume p^O. Then using the mean value theorem we

obtain that 2y>(x)—f2(x) does not exceed the following:

2 j1«

X Jx!
Spt(t) dt +

+

+ x      2
cot-

2 r
in

<- ¡XSp(t)dt +

X

X — t

Sp(t) dt

— cot -   +
2 2

Ï + 1 x
cot-cot -

2 2
Sp(t) dt

cot: _ I I f"*
x   Jo

Sp(t) dt

iP'2(csc2*-|-csc2^i

X %ix

4Jo    \      4 2)

= (o(x) + c<x) + 6(x).

Now w is integrable on [0, tt], since Sp is nonincreasing and to(x):_

Su(x/2). On the other hand, the function a is integrable, since

cot(jc/2)—2\x is bounded for Q^x^-rr. Finally, 6 is integrable on [0, tt],

because

f °6(x) dx = IOtt2 [tSpJ(t) dt |   ^
Jo Jo Jii x"

= 5tt2\  Sp(t) dt - IOtt \tSp(t) dt < oo.
Jo Jo

This shows that/, is integrable if and only if %p is integrable, and thus

completes the proof of the lemma.

3. The main results.

Theorem 3.1. Let J"=0 an cos nx be the Fourier-Stieltjes series of a

measure p in M[0, tt]. Then 2™„.0 (Ta)n cos nx is also a Fourier-Stieltjes

series. Moreover,

(a) (Ta)„ = (2/tt) ft Sp(>>)cos ny ¿y + a*n + (2¡tt)(i({0}) (n >0), where

{a*)n^oare the Fourier cosine coefficients of a function in Lp[0, Tr]for all 1 ̂

/><oc.

(°) 2«=o (7fl)n cos wjr ,J c Fourier series if and only if iu({0})=0, or

equivalently, (Ta)n-~*-0 at infinity.
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Proof. Clearly, (b) follows from (a), Lemma 1.1(a), and the Riemann-

Lebesgue theorem. For n=0, (a) is simply a restatement for y=n of

Lemma 1.1 (a). In proving (a) for n_ 1 we may assume p to be nonnegative.

Let

t*.(0 = - ^~ + 2 cos kt>   for ° < ' ^ ff' ¿»(°) " °>
' k-X

a* = —V6(t)dp(t).
«77 Jo

Then using Fubini's theorem we have

X (Tfl)n - ^ a* = -     àp.(t)    cos /x dx
2 2 n Jo Jo

= p({0}) + \dp(t) \K(y, i)cos ny dy
Jo Jo

= p({0}) + [dy \K(y, t) dp(t)cos ny
Jo      Jo

= M{0}) + iSp(y)cos ny dy.
Jo

Finally, since {6n(t)}„°=l are uniformly bounded on [0,77], 2"-i la*l,<co

for all l<a=2 [13, p. 55]. This, together with the Hausdorff-Young

theorem, implies that {a„}™=1 are the Fourier cosine coefficients of a

function in L"[0,77] for all l^p<oo.

Corollary 3.2. Let {£„}£=_<„ be the (exponential) Fourier-Stieltjes

coefficients of a measure p in A/(C7)—the set of bounded regular Bore!

measures on the circle group G=(—it, tt]. Then

[i 2 ^ - iM{p}))°0 ,      [r-XT Î kJ" - 7^ I \f({x})\f

are both sequences of Fourier cosine coefficients, for each p in G.

Proof. Since the second sequence above can be obtained from the

first and the first sequence from its special case p=0, it suffices to prove

only the first part of the statement for/>=0. Let r\(E)=l(p(E)+p(—E)).

Then {ck+c_k+Tr~xp({0})}k=0 are the Fourier-Stieltjes cosine coefficients

of the measure A. To complete the proof we apply Theorem 3.1(a) to the

last sequence, and observe that {—c0//j}"=1 are Fourier cosine coefficients

by the Riesz-Fischer theorem.

Theorem 3.3. Let 2ñ=o an cos nx be the Fourier-Stieltjes series of a

measure p in M[0, tt]. Then the series 2»-o (Ta)n sin nx is a Fourier series

if and only if the function x~xp([0, x)) is in Lx[0, tt].
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Proof. Let f(x)=Sp(\x\) for — tt<x^tt and 27r periodic elsewhere.

Suppose x~xp.([0, x)) is in L^O, tt]. Then /^({0})=0 and feLx[0, tt] by

Lemma 2.2. According to Theorem 3.1(b), the series 2?=o (Ta)n cos nx

is the Fourier series of an even function f+h, where h and it belong in

Lp[—tt, tt] (1^jp<oo) by the theorem of M. Riesz. Since feLx[—n, it],

it follows that the conjugate series 2"=1 (Ta)„ sin nx is the Fourier series

of/+Ä.
Now suppose 2n-=i (Ta)n sin nx is the Fourier series of an odd function

g in Lx\—tt,tt]. Then (Ta)n-+0 at infinity by the Riemann-Lebesgue

theorem. From Theorem 3.1(a) it follows that y"_0 (Ta)n cos nx is the

Fourier series of an even function f+h, where heLv[—tt, tt] and f(x)=

Sp(\x\). Clearly, the Fourier series ££.1 (Ta)n sin nx is Abel summabie

a.e. to g(x). On the other hand, the series 2"=1 (Ta)n sin nx, being the

conjugate series of 2?U (Ta)n cos nx, is Abel summabie to the conjugate

function f+h. Hence, g(x)=f(x)+h(x) a.e. This implies that feLx[—tt, tt],

since heLv[—TT, tt]. Hence, the functions x~xp([0, x)) is in L^O, 7r] by

Lemma 2.2.

Corollary 3.4. Let {c„}£L_œ be the Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients of a

measure p in M(G). Then the sequence

\l 2«»--MW)}"

w a sequence of Fourier sine coefficients if and only if the function
x~xp((—x, x)) is in Lx[0, tt].

Finally, we can combine Theorem A, Theorem 3.1, and Theorem 3.3

into one theorem concerning arithmetic means of Fourier-Stieltjes

coefficients of measures in M(G). Let X be the measure defined in the proof

of Corollary 3.2. By applying Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 to the Fourier-

Stieltjes series for the measure X, Theorem A to the Fourier-Stieltjes series

for the measure //—A, and then adding, we obtain the following:

Theorem 3.4. Let 2"=-» cneinx be the Fourier-Stieltjes series of a

measure p in M(G), and let (Tc)c=c0, (7c)„ = (l/|n|) 2e<ty«*i c» for

|n|_T. Then 2«L~« (Fc)ne!nx is also a Fourier-Stieltjes series. Moreover,

(a) y„_a. (Tc)ne'nx is a Fourier series if and only if (Tc)n->-0 at infinity,

or, equivalently, the measure p is continuous at the origin;

(b) the conjugate series —i 2"—«, sign(w)(Fc)neinx is a Fourier series if

and only if the function x~xp,((—x, x)) is in LX(G).

Remarks, (a) The analogue of Theorem 3.3(a) was proved for

probability measures on the real line by M. Girault [3], and by R. P.

Boas, Jr. and S. Izumi [1] for absolutely convergent Fourier series, (b) If
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a measure p satisfies the condition of Lemma 1.1(b), and J_"=o an cos nx

is its Fourier-Stieltjes series, then 2£L0 (Ta)n cos nx is the Fourier series

of a function in Lp[0, tt] by Theorem 3.1(a); this result was proved by

M. and S. Izumi [8] in the case of absolutely continuous measure p. (c)

A necessary condition for 2ñ-i (Ta)n sin nx to be a Fourier series is that

ZSL1O1 +-ha„|//22)<co [13, p. 286]. (d) Theorem A and Theorem
3.3(b) are also true for the real line—the proofs are similar, (e) Theorem

3.4(a) remains true if we set xp(kjn)ck in the definition of (7c)„ in place of

ck, and f is a function of bounded variation with support in [0, 1].

The author wishes to thank Professor Günther Goes for helpful advice

and criticism during the preparation of this research, and the referee,

whose comments improved the exposition in the article.

Addendum. Professor G. Goes brought to my attention that the fact

in Theorem 3.1, that 2™_0 (7a)„cos«x is a Fourier-Stieltjes series, was

already observed in [4].
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